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Photo contest
stresses role
of geography
Nick Longworth
Staff Writer

Until April 1, those interested in photography will
be offered the chance to not only be recognized for their
skills, but also win prizes, courtesy of the Geography Club.
The annual photography contest is held every spring
semester, organized by the SCSU chapter of Gamma Theta Upsilon, and aims to spread geographical awareness
throughout the St. Cloud area.
“Our mission for organizing this event is to share the
importance of the various elements of geography not limited to landforms, human cultures, landscapes, and the
global interconnectedness,” said senior Rupak Shrestha,
BEATRICE CHUNG/ ASST. VIDUALS EDITOR

December proved to be the wettest December in St. Cloud’s recorded history.

Weird weather in 2010

Jennifer Austin

Contributing Writer

North Dakota State University sophomore Whitney
trek from her school in Fargo to her home, just south
of Mankato, very often. But
during two of her six trips
home this year, she experienced setbacks due to winter
weather.
“Well, I think last
Wednesday, the 29th [of December] the highway [I-94]
was closed until Friday so

no one could even get here,”
ing her way back to Fargo
for softball practice. “Then,
when I was driving up on the
were pure ice.”
drive no more than 40 mph
on 1-94 from Alexandria to
Fargo, turning an estimated
and-a-half hour one.

affected by some of the multiple large winter storms
which hit Minnesota this

year. Storms which, according to SCSU professor of
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Bob Weisman, are
also responsible for making
this past December the wettest in recorded St. Cloud
history.
“On the 30th [of December], we got more rain in
that storm than in the entire
month of December,” Weisman said. “The whole Northern Plains, all the way to the
east coast has gotten large
[amounts of] precipitation.”
According to a news re-

lease from University Communications, 2.55 inches of
precipitation was recorded
at the St. Cloud Regional
Airport in December 2010, a
level almost four times higher than the usual December
precipitation level of 0.69
inches.
weather record broken in
Minnesota this year. Last
summer the Land of 10,000
Lakes seemed to become
the Land of 104 Tornadoes,

Weather Page

All students, staff and faculty of SCSU are eligible to
second and third place prices in three categories; international, national and regional.
“The photos will be judged tentatively by Neil Anderssor of Geography). We might also be having a judge from
the Department of Art for more diversity in thought during
the judging process,” Shrestha said.
“The pictures will be judged taking into consideration
three main factors: aesthetics (sense of beauty in the picture), geographic importance showcased and innovativeness.”
Submissions that are declared winners will receive gift
as, be honored in the annual Leipold Geography Banquet,
which gives out numerous awards to Geography students
annually).
Winning pictures will also be showcased as a slideshow in the SCSU website to provide recognition among
the SCSU community. Winning pictures will also receive a
“For the photo contest that was held in April last year,

Contest Page

Homelessness often overlooked in Central Minnesota
Nicole O’Hotto

Contributing Writer
Homelessness in central Minnesota is often
overlooked yet it remains a large problem it is not
getting any better.
“It exists in shockingly high numbers,” said
Liz Kuoppola, executive director for the Minnesota Coalition for the Homeless. “If everybody in
St. Cloud knew about homelessness, I think we
could end it.”
The Wilder Research Corporation, which
does a study every three years on homelessness
common denominator of homelessness is people
of homelessness in Minnesota has steadily risen

Shaurav Adhikari
Staff Writer
The economy was discussed
heavily during the November election, but one major factor affecting the economy did not get much
attention. The candidates of this
tional policy and war, which was a
major agenda item in the presidential election of 2008.
Talking about the war, human
relations professor Fouzi Slisli
the parties have planned to deal
with it.”
“Both of them are pretending
that the war is not the strain in the
the biggest strain in the budget,”
he said. “Since none of the parties
have a plan for it, they just tried to
keep it outside of the picture.”
Referring to the election he
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“I
f everybody in St. Cloud knew about homelessness, I
think we could end it.”

Some ways to help with this include creating
awareness through social media, informing organizations or youth groups, or helping out with
food or clothing drives. Kuoppola stressed that
one of the main things that Minnesotans can do

Liz Kuoppola

experience and sharing it with legislators.
“The hardest part of surveying homeless per-

tion that they may be lazy and not trying to overcome their current situation.
Brenda Engleking, of Central Minnesota Continuum of Care, wants to change that perception.
“People have value,” she said. “They have a
lot of things that they could be contributing. And
its our job as a community to bring that out in
people,” Engleking said.

the Wilder Research Corporation. “Until recently,
adults who are doubled-up with friends or relatives did not count as homeless. Under the most

Executive Director, Minnesota Coalition for the Homeless
since 1991. The study found that the number of
homeless youth has increased the most, and onethird of homeless Minnesotans live outside the
metro area.
A video created at St. Cloud Technical College called Seeking Homes for People, indicated
that there is often a stigma attached with being
homeless, because of their history or the percep-

said, “It is part of the election process. When parties run for election, they look for things they can
use [to] score points, and from the
war, there is nothing they can use to
score points. So both parties stayed
away from it.”
“This war has bankrupted the
U.S. This is the reality that neither
one of the two parties is willing to
acknowledge,” he said. “Both parties are trying to hide it from the
population that we are bankrupt because of these wars.”

“Both parties would like to get
know how,” he said. “None of the
two parties have courage to address
the situation, so in a cowardly way,
both of them tried to stay away
from it.”
“Even if the war ends, we still
years, if not decades, to recover
from it, some analysts argue that
we might never recover form it,”
Slisli said.
“Even ending the war now by

can be counted as homeless if they meet certain

Homelessness Page

some miraculous gesture will not
solve the economy,” he said. “The
problems in the economy is more
than just the war.”
“Everything that you buy from
Wal-Mart and Target is manufactured in China,” he said. “The US
es mostly.”
“So you have the housing marployment,” he said. “But the war is
not going to end right now. It will
still drain the money and resourc-

“T
his war has bankrupted the U.S. This is the reality that neither one
of the two parties is willing to acknowledge.”
Fouzi Slisli

Professor of Human Relations

War and Elections Page

Richard Green’s art in Atwood

Riverview history examined

Page 4

es.”
Referring to the losses of
Democrats in the election Political Science professor Morgan Nyendu, said Democrats were not fast
enough to counter the Republican
candidates.
“The Democrats lost the election because of economic problems, principally because of the
unemployment, the mortgage situation, and there was the fear of the
extension of the tax,” Nyendu said.
“The Republicans were more aggressive in dealing with these issues, while the Democrats were not
responding quickly so the Republicans were at the forefront.”
“If people are deprived economically, nothing will distract
nomic issues to the external issues,” Nyendu said.
“It did not get direct attention

The historic
Riverview is
the second
oldest building
on the SCSU
campus.
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Multimedia artist Green uses
watercolors
to create the
unique paintings
on display in
Atwood.

Men’s hockey wins weekend

Page 16

Men’s |
hockey swept
the weekend
with a double
win against
Michigan
Tech.
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Lusizo Canda
Contributing writer
hya said the Organization for
Africa has raised more than
by hosting many different
events. This money was doin Africa.
You can make a difference and learn more about
board member of OPAA.
OPAA has existed

in

students and staff should learn
in Africa.
OPAA has helped many
people learn the real facts

complicated and sensitive,
she said, OPAA can help one
ics more sensitively.
Yahya added that OPAA
organizations in Africa where
they know the money will
make a big difference. In
larger organizations such as
the Red Cross, their money
difference because Red Cross
receives many sources of income from many organizations.

nization can also help memorganization that other members may not have considered
before.
nizations we help, the money
we donate to them is misused
by people in control in those
organizations,” Yahya said.
OPAA President Abdifatah Farah said they need supstaff, either by attending their
where you learn more about

they get feedback from organizations thanking them for
donating.

fund-raising activities such as
cultural dances.

background of the organization chosen by our members,
and then we discussed how
we can raise money to donate to it,” Yahya said. “Your
participation in meetings can
help when they discuss ways
to raise money.”
Participation in the orga-

have fun.
TCF Bank employee and
hamed Omar said he encourages people to join OPAA
because he gained many skills

Weather
Continued from Page 1
setting a season record while far
surpassing the previous record of 74
set in 2001. Minnesota also experienced a record tornado outbreak on
June 17.
Add the Twin Cities blizzard of
December 10 and 11, which resulted
in the collapse of the Mertodome
roof, into the meteorological mix, as
ern Minnesota and one of the largest blizzards to affect the east coast
in decades and you have one very
dramatic year of weather. This leads
some to question whether the extreme weather is an effect of global
warming.
“You can’t say any one storm
is the result of climate change, you
need a lot more data,” Weisman said,
“we’re talking about global change,
not one particular area.”
Professor of Earth and Atmospheric
“In the storm that caused the

he developed leadership skills
and networked with different
kinds of people.
Omar said African countries still struggle with a high
why OPAA chooses to focus
on helping Africa.
director of religious and Jewish studies, was on President’s
Edelheit said he used to
participate in OPAA activities and is impressed with the
OPAA is the only organization

you join OPAA you will learn
dealt with for about 25 years.
million people and about 365
million people live with it in
many countries like India and
China, Edelheit said.
Edelheit and his wife do-

&7&/54
as other rural areas in India.
those organizations use the
donated money,” Edelheit
on chemicals and machines
to clean water, because they
don’t have good water quality.”
Edelheit said when people
es need to keep their blood
and send it to big clinics in the
cities.
ey is used ti help those organizations pay electricity and
petrol bills Edelheit said.
OPAA ,member Zeynab
Mohamed said anyone interested in participating in
OPAA should attend their
meetings at 5 p.m. Tuesdays
in the Mississippi room of
Atwood Memorial Center or
e-mail at bene0702@stcloudstate.edu.
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Learn about the new
features included in
Microsoft Windows
7 including the new
graphical features,
the taskbar, device
management, and new
security features. 11
a.m. to 12 p.m. Centennial Hall 351.
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sen said. “There’s a tendency to
over-hype issues surrounding global
warming. It’s almost as if people are
watching too many movies.”
implying that global warming isn’t
occurring, just that the weather we
have been experiencing isn’t a result
of it. Weisman included too that over
the past 30 years we have been experiencing generally warmer winters
on average.
“We’ve had very snowy years,
we’ve also had super heat waves of
the 1930’s,” Weisman said. “You’re
still going to have extremes.”
While these extremes may be a
curse to winter drivers like Johnson
and her worried parents, to others
they are a blessing.
“This year’s sales were on the
increase anyway because we had
snow last year,” said Mike Bristow,
owner of Bristow’s Kawasaki &
Polaris, Inc., a snowmobile retailer
people knowing they’ll safely be
able to snowmobile for the next 30
to 60 days.”

#&"53*$&$)6/("4457*46"-4&%*503

December’s extreme weather patterns affected many students’
travel plans.
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Bob Weisman
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Learn the basics of
rock climbing and
make yourself a safe
and skilled climber
with this rock climbing course. Those who
complete this course
will be awarded a
lowing the receiver
to belay during open
climbing hours in
the recreation center. Limited space.
Pre-registration is
required. Registration
can be done at Outdoor
Endeavors or Guest
Services. Cost for the
training is $25.
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Rich history of Riverview explored
Babita Shrestha
Staff Writer

Riverview is one of the
oldest buildings at SCSU.
According to university archivist Thomas Steman,
“The only other building
that is older than Riverview
is Lawrence Hall, which is
ternational Studies.”
Despite being the oldest building, Lawrence Hall
was still not able to qualify
as a National Register of
Historic Places due to its
architecture. Riverview was
nominated to the National
Register, because it is the
ing school in Minnesota, and
it is also located west of the
Mississippi.
Riverview was built by
Clarence H. Johnson, who
used Georgian revival style
for the exterior, with double
hung circular windows. The
Georgian Revival style is
evidenced by the gable roof
with the federal-style entrance.
Steman said that Riverview was opened in 1913 as
a laboratory school for the
St. Cloud Normal School.
Since 1958 till 2008, Riverview was home to English
department of SCSU. This
past fall, the department
of communication studies
moved into this building.
During 1913 Riverview used
to be a lab school where students used to practice their
teaching skills.
According to Steman, the
school had classes starting
from kindergarten to eighth
grade level. He said that it
was an elementary school
from 1913 until 1958, and
the school was meant for
South Side Children. During that time, more than
half of the students were the
children of the faculty and
staff of SCSU. Later, a new
building named the Gray
Laboratory School Building

ANDREW JACOBSON/ VISUALS EDITOR

Riverview features Georgian revival architecture,
apparent in its gabled roof and federal-style
entrance.

was added, which is now the
Engineering and Computer
Center.
Riverview is also believed to be haunted. According to the magazine

renovation was done by Ellen Luken who also renovated the Lawrence Hall.
The building was then reopened on April 30, 2010.
The building was opened by

have experienced many
haunting activities like the
sound of footsteps, whispers
and even knocks on the wall
and ceilings.
The building was closed
in the spring of 2009 for
renovation purposes. The

and the opening ceremony
accompanied by campus lab
school alumni and Golden
Reunion Alumni from the
years 1960, 1959 and previous graduate years.

ANDREW JACOBSON/ VISUALS EDITOR

Riverview is second only to Lawrence Hall in age, having opened in 1913.
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Craigslist used as resource to find cheap mechanics
Shaurav Adhikari

SCSU, said. “I can always go back

Staff Writer

properly.”
There is a second option - the

Winter has brought slippery
roads and automobile problems to
car owners. It is an unwanted expense for car owners, but is also
a source of employment for those
breakdowns, the question arises as
to where to get it repaired?
There are many car repair shops
claiming to provide quality service
to car owners, but it comes with a
price. Most mechanics have a guarantee or warranty of some kind that
people can rely on.
“I always take my car to a credible auto repair workshop, because
they provide some kind of guar-

for cheap. They can be much less
trustworthy however, and less reliable than credible auto workshops.
“Though it sounds cheap and
like a good deal to go to individual
mechanics, I have not tried it yet,”
Maharjan said. “I just don’t want to
take a risk.”
Individual mechanics are a good
option for people willing to spend
less on car repair. These mechanics
and their customers, use contacts
available through Craigslist or other similar online markets. They can
even come to the customer’s house
and repair the car. These mechanics
often charge less for the service,

Continued from Page 1

be an obstacle that is hard to
get around.”
An analysis of emergency and supportive housing
needs is done every three
Inc. for the St. Cloud HousAuthority. The most recent
study was done in 2009.
Jay Thompson, the vice
search, Inc., said the study
examines the need for additional emergency and supportive housing for people
and families that are homeless or at risk of homelessness based on a review of
overall homeless trends
in Minnesota and the St.
Cloud area, a survey of facilities and programs in the

tried it yet. I just don’t want to take the risk.”

Ram Maharjan

but the cost of car parts usually remains the same.
Will Thomas, of Maple Grove,
has been in the business for almost
30 years with his son.
“I get my customers from
Craigslist,” Thomas said. “Customers bring their cars to me, and I
charge 20 to 30 dollars an hour, but
I might go up a little bit next year.”
Thomas has regular customers
who come back to him repairs.

high and more funding is dif-

Homelessness
criteria. However single
persons do not. Children
with parents and unaccompanied youth however, do
count if they are doubled-up.
Since many in rural areas are
in a doubled-up situation because of the lack of shelters,

“T
hough is sounds cheap and like a good
deal to go to an individual mechanic, I have not

St. Cloud area that provide
housing and services to this
population, and interviews
with social service providers.
member of the Minnesota
Coalition for the Homeless said, “Services are not
handouts but offer a hand up
to sincere people as they reclaim their lives and become
contributing members of the
community.”
The study examines four
types of housing for the
homeless, including emergency shelters, transitional
housing, permanent housing,
and treatment facilities. The
demand for these facilities is

Three emergency shelters provide immediate,
short-term shelter to those
who are homeless; Anna
Marie’s, the Salvation Army
and the Church of the Week.
Anna Marie’s, a shelter
for women who have experienced domestic violence and
their children, has 34 beds
and operated at 107 percent
capacity during 2008 and
2009.
The Salvation Army provided shelter for 857 individuals and 204 families in
2008-2009. They currently
have 43 beds for emergency
program to house veterans
who are homeless. They are
in the process of expanding
their emergency shelter to 57
beds.

“P
eople have value ... and it is our
job as a community to bring that out in
people.”

Brenda Engleking

Central Minnesota Continuum of Care

Junior
“I rarely have problems with
the customers, so most of them are
happy with me,” Thomas said. “I
offer the cheapest rate, and people
like it.”
“I get parts from the local auto
“If the customers want, they might
buy the parts and bring it to me.”
He said the number of customers is increasing with the arrival of
winter.

“I was doing really good in the
summer, then it slowed down a
little bit,” Thomas said. “Because
of the winter, the business is now
going up.”
The customers usually pay
Thomas, but in some cases, he had
some problems in getting paid for
his work.
“Most of them pay in time and
take their car, but once in a while,
I have problems with the customers,” Thomas said. “Some people
create problems. I even got cops
involved a couple of times.”
Depending on a college students’ desperation, there are alternatives to the more pricey garages
in the St. Cloud area. Student must
simply take into account what is
most available, price attractive, and
the least risky.

Continued from Page 1

winning pictures cannot be submitted again
for a year,” Shrestha said.
The fee for students is $3 per entry or $5
for two entries.
“All photos should be submitted to gtu@
stcloudstate.edu by April 2, 2011,” Shrestha

the contest results. All winning and non-

name, contact info, major, location where
the picture was taken, description of the picture and the date the photo was taken. The
entry fee should be paid to either me or Dr.
Gareth John (Stewart Hall 350) or Barbara
Hartkopf (Stewart Hall 359),” Shrestha said.

Contest

“O
ur mission for organizing this event is to share the importance of the various elements of geography ... ”
Rupak Shrestha

President Geography Club

War and elections
Continued from Page 1

in the election because
there are more crushing domestic issues to the economy,” he said. “Afghanistan
and Iraq are still the main
issue, but now people have

some degree of belief that
there is some amount of
success in Iraq, so the people think Afghanistan is a
“At the end of the day,

economy is what affects the
individual, losing jobs, losing health insurance, are
the basic problems that confronted the public,” he said.
“So obviously, the economy
was the main issue, which

quick to pick on it.”
“We are funding two
wars, and the amount that
goes there is a lot. It obviously affects the economy,”
Nyendu said.
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State

Missing man in St. Paul found safe
ST. PAUL, Minn. Harry Caldis, an 87-year-old-man who suffers from

Enjoy the University
Chronicle at the
following locations:

missing.

Local

Campus Locations:

‘Innovation Tour’ by U.S. Sen. Amy
Klobuchar to include Little Falls
-

This day in history

+ Several dorm buildings
+ Wick Science Building
+ Education Building
+ Stewart Hall
+ Atwood Memorial Center
+ Miller Learning Center
+ Centennial Hall
+ Performing Arts Center
+ Administrative Services Building
+ Women’s Center
+ American Indian Center
+ Halenbeck Hall
+ Engineering and Computing Center

Downtown Locations:

1861- Mississippi seceded from the Union.
1913 - Richard Milhous Nixon, the 37th president of the

+ The Electric Fetus
+ ING Cafe
+ Public Library
+ The White Horse
+ Milio’s
+ Radisson Hotel

United States, was born in Yorba Linda, Calif.
2001 - Apple introduced its iTunes music management
software at the MacWorld Expo in San Francisco.
2007 - Apple CEO Steve Jobs unveiled the iPhone.

Local weather forecast
Monday

Tuesday

Snow Shower

Snow Shower

High: 21 °F
Low: 17 °F

High: 18 °F
Low: 10°F

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Wednesday

Thursday

Flurries

Cloudy

High: 14 °F
Low: -1 °F

High: 8 °F
Low: 5 °F
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paid in St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 (USPS
121-580).
POSTMASTER: Send
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Corrections
The University
Chronicle prides
itself on journalistic integrity. We
usually do not
publish misinformation, but we
are prone to human mistakes. We
will correct any
errors of fact or
misspelled names
promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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Reaction to tragedy
I’ve wondered
could have studied
what it would have
earth science and
Emily
been like to be old
it still would have
Peterson
enough to work
in a newsroom on
Sept. 11, 2001.
tears.
I was 11 years
When I heard
old on 9/11.
about the shootTerrorism was
ing, I sat down
a topic I only heard
and I thought for a
about when my
long time about the
parents were talkworld I was living
ing, and New York Editor-In-Chief in and the paths
seemed like it was
that lead to such
worlds away.
destruction.
I was unable to compreSuddenly, I became 11
hend how some people could years old again, still unable
kill others.
to comprehend how people
Would I have been im- could intentionally kill othpacted by the tragedy differ- ers. It’s something I will
ently because of my training never understand.
in journalism? Was there
I reacted like a concerned
any lecture that would have citizen because that was the
helped me handle the situa- only thing I could do. It was
tion better?
my only role that seemed to
While I had hoped, per- matter at the time
haps ignorantly, that another
As the events unfolded
tragedy would never strike, I and more details came to
received my answer to those light, I began to feel like I
questions on Saturday.
knew less and less for cerSomeone or some people tain.
shot and killed a lot of peoI knew Giffords had been
ple while U.S. Rep. Gabri- shot in the head and someelle Giffords opened an open how survived. I knew some
house for constituents.
networks initially said she
Suddenly I felt foolish was dead, and that a lot of
for ever asking those ques- people, including myself,
were shocked to learn differThe truth is I believe ently.
tragedy is one of the situaI know a 9-year-old girl
tions that equalizes people died outside a grocery store.
within society.
I read reports saying she
Everyone from the presi- had been shot while trying
dent to parents and teach- to learn more about governers to priests and students ment. I felt sick to my stomhurt because of the loss the ach and my heart ached for
country as a whole experi- the family that lost her and
enced.
for the promising future that
Obviously,
surviving was cut short.
victims and relatives and
I know some questions
friends of those involved are don’t need answers, especially when the answers
grief, anger and sadness.
aren’t sought.
However, the nation and
All I know is that several
the world is also suffering.
people were killed or injured
It doesn’t matter I spent in an act of violence that
Saturday in a newsroom. I didn’t need to happen.
could have spent the day on
And no profession, trainMars and my reaction would ing or education can prepare
have been the same.
a country to make sense of
It doesn’t matter what something senseless.
I’ve learned in classrooms. I
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Stop censoring Twain
History
is
tunity to discuss
made up of past
what the terms
Kyra
Loch
achievements and
meant and why
past mistakes.
they are encourAs much as
aged to be not used
some of us would
today.
like to forget our
As much as
mistakes ever happeople do not like
pened,
learning
to admit it, the “Nfrom our past misword” is still used
takes helps us to
and heard in presmake better decient times.
Columnist
sions in our future.
Today it is used
This fails to
between both neghappen
when
atively and posipeople try to blatantly erase tively, and in many different
a part of history for fear of contexts.
continuing controversy.
Whether it is heard in
It was announced this music, movies, or in person,
week that the publishing the term is still here.
company NewSouth Books
No extensive acts of rewould be re-printing one of
Mark Twain’s literary clas- Twain novels will erase them
sics with a few slight modi- completely from history.
Rather than taking these
This new, censored edi- words out of a book for fear
tion of “The Adventures of of controversy, they should
Huckleberry Finn” will re- be left in the original story.
place the usage of the “NThe novel should conword” with the word “slave,” tinue to be taught and disand will also replace the rac- cussed in English classes in
ist slur “injun.”
our schools.
Supporters
of
this
It is more important to“clean” version of the clas- day for teachers to discuss
sic novel believe it will be why those words are controan option for schools to still versial, why they were used
introduce and teach the book that way so long ago, and
to students without having to why it is not acceptable to
discuss the controversy over use them today.
racism and the racist terms
Taking advantage of this
used.
opportunity for discussion is
They also will be able to more proactive than just takfurther avoid dealing with ing the terms out of the story
angry parents who think the completely and hoping chilbook should not be taught.
dren will never hear them.
Replacing these words
Teachers and parents
from Twain’s novel is not the should not be so afraid to
solution to these problems.
have that conversation.
Instead of focusing on
As much as people have
removing racist terms from tried, we cannot erase racism
novels that have literary from our past.
merit and have been around
Yes, it happened, and it’s
for over 100 years, maybe continuing to happen.
critics, parents, and teachers
More often then not, it
should be more concerned has not stemmed from somewith other ways and other one reading a Mark Twain
contexts their children are novel.
hearing these terms.
Instead of censoring clasOnce those terms are re- sic literature, people who are
moved from “Huck Finn,” it really worried about racist
is not like children will not terms should look further
hear these words elsewhere. into this problem.
Leaving these terms in
Attempting to just cover
the novel as Twain intended up the problem is not the
will actually provide parents way to solve it.
and teachers with an oppor-
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Quote of the Day:

“S

eldom, very seldom, does complete truth belong to
any human disclosure; seldom can it happen that something
is not a little disguised, or a little mistaken.”
Jane Austen
British author

Healthier meals for happier students
It has been a long time
coming for Americans to realize that school lunches are
nutrient wastelands.
It would seem selfevident that serving meals
made with the worst quality
ingredients was detrimental
to both physical and mental
health in students.
Yet public schools have
continued to serve lunches
nutritional needs of students
and people should be concerned.
Let’s Move, in association with the USDA, is challenging parents, teachers and
K-12 students to get healthy
recipes onto more school
menus.
Teaming with local chefs,
students prepare at least one
innovative, healthy recipe
in one of four categories whole grains, dark green and
orange vegetables, or dry
beans and peas.
Each recipe will be
served in the student’s cafeteria and will be rated by
other students.
The team behind the top
recipe will be given a chance
to prepare their creations

Emilie
Thiessen

News Editor

alongside White House
chefs.
A program like this is
long over due.
Though it has taken
Americans far too long to
truly understand the importance of nutrition in school
cafeterias, it is relieving
ing together to get students
healthy again.
Bryan Sanchez, from
Sartell Middle school, is a
local eighth grader who is
participating in Let’s Move.
Sanchez debuted some of
his very own recipes to fellow students in December.
In addition to the regular
meal of meat loaf and potatoes, Sanchez offered three

alternative options including
pizza topped with sweet potatoes, garlic, tomatoes and
kale along with turkey chorizo quesadillas and grain
quinoa.
These alternatives provided students the opportunity to try new foods and are
far more vitamin-rich than
sloppy joes or corn dogs
could ever hope to be.
Sanchez, as well as the
USDA, should be applauded
for their efforts.
A school cafeteria should
be a haven for new ideas.
Cafeterias should be used
as resource hotbeds, helping
students learn to cook and
prepare meals with more
fresh ingredients while still
keeping costs down.
These types of skills are
invaluable and are simply
not stressed enough at any
stage of schooling.
Students would be lucky
to see this healthful trend
continue.
Parents, students and
faculty should be demanding wholesome lunch menus
– we need to see potatoes in
cafeterias, not tater tots.

Worth 100 Words
“Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without.”
Simple living and frugality have consistently been the fall back attitudes of the American public since before the Great Depression.
In these times of economic downturn and mass unemployment, we
should remember that the things that own us aren’t the things that define
us, but rather the experiences and friendships that we share with those that
we care about.
Rather than buying the new GameBox 8000 or Thugg boots, save
your money and take time to know the people around you while, more importantly, getting to know yourself.

Chris Bremseth
Copy Editor

Seniors, our time is almost up
For any senior who has
submitted their application
for graduation this May,
there still might be remnants of shock that their

Megan
Junkermeier

of undergraduate education
will come to an end in a few
months.
Like many other students, I am sure, I can remember so clearly the days
in the fall of senior year dur-

Opinions Editor

applications and dreaming
up living arrangements with
friends, discussing details
with parents and biting nails
waiting for acceptance letters.
All the work, tests and
studying for ACT or SAT
tests came to this: preparation for graduation.
It is entirely surreal to
think that a diploma detailing
a bachelor’s degree earned at
SCSU will be in my hands in
a few months.
The
cram
sessions,
nerve-racking study sessions, passing of notes between classmates to further
study, will all be rewarded
with this special day in May.
It seems the clock is ticking, the application deadlines for some graduate
schools have already passed,
and internships are giving
opportunities right now and
jobs seem out of reach.
Well, you’re not alone.

lege, there are paths and
goals many students have
now reached whether it was
choosing the correct major,
activities they have been involved with like KVSC radio, Travel and Tourism, or
planning a career.
But now, what is the next
step?
Many have planned up
until this point, and now see
the abyss in front of them
as they reach the end of this
collegiate cliff ending their
20-something-year path to
graduation.
Luckily, many are confused, collaborating with
friends and parents, and unsure of the future ahead.
Luckily, because that excitement will happen rarely
to us in the future.
All these memories, like
cramming for the ACT and
leges to apply to, remind us

of a naive time of preparation.
But, with degrees in
hand, as seniors, we have opportunities and many doors
open to choose from with the
education we have earned.
There will be that fear
and indecisiveness amongst
many students at this time
of year, but there are endless
possibilities for the seniors
who are about to embark on
their next phases of life.
Some seniors may have
dren, who they will take with
on their journey to a new career or internship.
Some will be traveling to
new cities to try a new lifestyle in a fantastic city.
Some may be interning
at a business 10 miles from
their current house, which
will lead them on their way
to a dream job.
And some seniors have
absolutely no idea what they
will face next.
That’s okay too.
So, with the shock that
these last few months may be
it for higher education, I bid
all seniors (hopefully myself
the collegiate cliff and into
with next steps and dreams
with.
Good luck.

Sarah
Palin,
take a
bow
Molly
Willms

A & E Editor

Well, Ms. Palin, I hope

For years, you have
wielded your power over the
masses.
You have taken advantage of people’s massive ignorance.
You have promoted your
agenda of small government
and big religion.
Most importantly, you
arms as a legitimate means
of promoting social change.
Throughout the rise of
the Tea Party, you and your
cohorts have hinted at your
support for physically harming your opposition.
Now, somebody has gone
and done it.
Six people are dead so
far, including a 9-year-old
girl. Twelve more have been
hospitalized.
It’s true that no connection has been drawn between
your philosophies and the
alleged gunman, and he has
been described as being potentially mentally unstable.
Breathe a sigh of relief
for this incident. It’s clearly
only a matter of time before
someone is killed by a fringe
member of one of your fan
clubs.
People are pointing to
a map you posted to your
Facebook page last March.
This map of the United
States features markers of
form supporters.
For those who have not
seen it, these markers are in
the shape of cross hairs –
similar to the view one sees

Not that we should be
surprised; you called it “an
honor” to speak at a Tea
Party convention and consistently align yourself with
this group that literally considers gun ownership to be
sacred and suggests that our
military be strengthened
even further.
When the health reform
bill was voted upon, you told
your followers not to be discouraged. You said, “Don’t
retreat, instead – reload!”
through your Twitter account, which is followed by
over 3 million people.
Democratic
congress
members are in the crosshairs.
Guns are sacred.
“Reload!”
Though you say your
sympathies go out to those
harmed and killed in the attack, it sounds like you got
exactly what you wanted.
And I hope you are satis-

But what I really hope is
that America will wake up.
It’s unspeakably tragic
that it took such violence,
but hopefully more Americans will start to realize what
they’re supporting when
they support TLC’s newest
star.
What I really hope is that

will start using their power
responsibly - before more
people are killed.

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M AIL

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301
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opinions@universitychronicle.net
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We welcome your responses to topics of current debate or interest.
Submissions must include the writer’s full name, telephone number
and signature, along with either the home address or major and
year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance endorsements,
libelous statements or submissions containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086
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Home is always where the heart belongs
Many international students, I suppose, must have
once been asked: “Do you
miss home?”
Being a foreigner myself,
this question doesn’t seem
alien to my daily conversations. This question often
leads to my tussle over the
meaning of “home.”
Home may refer to the
motherland of which you are
born to; or it may simply signify a place where you will
feel comfortable living at.
For instance, my home
could be my country of origin, which is Malaysia, or
anywhere that I feel contented to sleep in.
Well, I don’t just sleep-in
at your house. That makes
“home” a little more than a
shelter.

Jason
Tham

Hence, it is substantial
for which they can call to be
belonged.

Columnist

Home is where your
heart belongs.
It is important for international students to get comfortable with the new environment (on- or off-campus)
that they are settled into because this land will literally
be the place where they have
to spend their next few years.

may be a group of friends, a
club or association, a support
group, or straightforward involvement with daily events
and routines.
Our school’s Center for
International Studies has
done a good job keeping
new international students
accompanied from their orientation onwards.
Social nights are organized in order to familiarize
students with the local community members.
Besides, the International Students Association,
the umbrella organization of

all cultural student groups
on campus, is ever-ready to
receive new students with a
friendly smile and an understanding heart.
Nothing is more embracing than knowing there is a
group of professional supports who are there to offer
hospitality for someone who
knows nothing of the new
ground.
Think of home as a chamber for the heart to reside.
What constitutes to building
the trust to put yourself out
there, in a new surrounding?
Get connected. Your
heart needs to know there
is someone whom you can
trust and cling onto in times
of need.
Expand your horizons:
Attend a church, an organi-

zation - get along with some
helpful people and in return
quaintanceship can help you
build a sense of belonging.
Feeling - more than
knowing - that you are secure at a new place is essential to an alien.
Be accustomed to the
practical lifestyles of the
town, know what are the
do’s and don’ts, and abide by
the laws of the state.
A good new citizen will
never try to break any traditions of the society.
Do test the water before
you decide to do something
“big,” like criticizing the local politicians out loud.
Finally, yet most fundamentally, is to allow your
heart to sink into the notion

of “being at home.”
Nothing aids more than
you convincing your mind,
soul, and heart that you are
here for a reason.
Know for sure that you
have made a major decision
to leave your comfort zone
and this could be a turning
point in your life.
Do not fear, for life is all
about growing and learning
new experiences.
Be a helpful hand to
someone else whom may be
in similar situations.
This helps not only others but yourself to feel belonged to the now-pertained
“home.”
So now, do you still miss
home?

Sometimes pets are the ones doing the teaching
Briana Sutherland
Columnist
I think we can learn a lot
from our pets and we don’t
realize it. Every day I’m reminded of it.
I have two dogs and four
cats. The dogs, Willa and Olive each have a personality of
their own.
Willa is an 11-year-old

German
Shepherd-Husky
mix and enjoys sleeping on
the couch, being pet and having people talk to her.
Oh, and I can’t forget
treats.
That dog loves her treats!
Olive is a four month old
Boxer-bulldog mix and is just

people, getting new toys,
napping on my lap and annoying Willa as much as she
can.
But they both have one
thing in common, they celebrate everything.
If I take them into a pet
store, their noses are to the

She loves going to her
puppy class, meeting new

people and everything they
possibly can.
All the while their tails

are wagging and they are enjoying themselves.
If I bring home a couple
of new bones, they are occupied for as long as the bones
last and more than likely will
take a nap after polishing
them off.
If I ask them if they want
to go for a car ride they’re
tripping over each other at
the door and then bolt for my
car once I let them outside,

excited as can be to go somewhere.
It’s simple things they
love and enjoy and I think
people miss out on that.
We’re so busy with our
own lives that we miss so
much.
If you have a beloved pet,
watch them and you’ll realize
both humans and animals all
share emotions such as joy,
sadness and excitement.

I know it’s a busy season
for all but between shopping,
parties and starting a new semester remember to celebrate
the small things.

dogs could talk they would
say, “You should enjoy some
chocolate for that,” for whatever I just did.
ment I can support.
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Green merges watercolor, Photoshop
Kyra Loch
staff writer

St. Cloud State students,
faculty, and staff will be able
to start the semester enjoying distinctive multi-media
prints and paintings currently being displayed on
campus.
Local artist Richard
Green’s artwork is featured
in the Ballroom display cases in the Atwood Memorial
Center.
Green’s multi-media artwork features a unique creation process and several dif-

ferent materials.
“There are many different medias used in my artworks,” Richard Green said.
enhance the painting. I’ll try
anything once.”
Green will start with
a watercolor painting as a
base, and scan the image to
use digital computer software to further create his
artwork.
Working with Photoshop, Green can add other
patterns, photographs, and
television images. He will
also use other mediums to

create textures, such as colored pencil and ink.
These techniques give
his artwork many different
layers and textures to evoke
strong emotions when they
are viewed.
“You can’t just walk by
his artwork and get the full
effect,” Janice Courtney, the
University Program Board
Assistant Director and Arts
Adviser for the UPB Visual
Arts Committee, said. “You
always see something new
when you visit his work.”
Green worked as an art
director for 35 years until he

ANDREW JACOBSON / VISUALS EDITOR

Green’s “Wingéd Damsel” is an example of his fantasy-inspired paintings.

was laid off. He continues
to create artwork as a hobby
and occasionally will show
his work.
“I was constantly having
to think creatively, and when
I got laid off I just continued
to think creatively,” Green
said. “I have a quest to do
something creative.”
Green had mainly just
done watercolor paintings,
and chose to explore what
he could further do with his
images.
“It was the age of the
computer, and I decided to
see what I could do,” Green
said.
Green tends to not have a
plan when starting a piece of
artwork. He says he likes to
start with an idea and lets his
instincts take over.
“My content is all over
the map,” Green said. “I’m
not a big planner at all.”
Many of Green’s multimedia prints can be seen in
the display cases. Larger
framed watercolors are
paired with smaller prints
that have been manipulated
with photographs, Photoshop, and other mediums.
“The Visual Arts Committee liked the fact that he
used many medias, like ink,
pencil, and others,” Courtney said. “His work is also
allegorical, and the students
thought it would be intriguing.”
Inspiration for Green
comes from the natural world
around him. His works are
also fantasy-inspired and of-

ANDREW JACOBSON / VISUALS EDITOR

Green creates many of his works using watercolor
and computer software.
it is a part of his life.”
natural world.
Many students and staff
“If I don’t paint or do have enjoyed Green’s work.
anything creative for about a
“There has been some
week, I start to get gloomy. I positive feedback about
start something new to pick Green’s artwork,” Courtney
me up,” Green said.
said. “I knew it was powerful when people took the
Courtney said. “His work is time to stop and share their
fresh, and you can really tell thoughts on the show.”

Recital will honor
everyday heroes
Molly Willms
a & e editor

The dancers of Company
North Crest are looking to
honor heroes of every kind,
from mothers and police ofTheir upcoming recital,
“Heroes: Tights, Capes and
Courage”, will feature dancers both from the younger,
recreational groups and older company dancers.
“It’s a performance Company North Crest has been
working on since August,”
said Emily Kelly, director
of dance at Company North
Crest.
This recital is their annual winter show, performed
every January or February at
the Paramount Theatre.
The show will begin with
a performance by the recreational dancers at 2 p.m.
“[Our recreational students] are more cartoon heroes, things they’ve seen on
TV,” said Molly MacNeil,
director of recreational
dance and gymnastics. “We
are Wonder Pets and Higglytown heroes, they are
Mighty Mouse and the Powerpuff Girls. We have a hiphop group that is dancing
to ‘Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles’.”
At 7 p.m., the company
dancer will begin their three-

act performance.
“It’s based on a few different things having to do
with heroes, including Batman, Superman . . . any of
the major superheroes that
people know,” Kelly said of
sic is either theme songs or
something like that.”
“Our second act is a
twenty-minute-long ballet,
it’s all the music from ‘Hercules’,” Kelly said, “and
it basically tells the story
through classical ballet.”
“Our third act is based
on everyday heroes,” Kelly
said. “People who could be
someone’s everyday hero,
your mom, your dad, people
in the military service, doctors. We also have a piece
North Crest is not only
home to two groups of dancers, but also to gymnastics
and martial arts.
Each group of dancers
-- the company and the recBetween them, there are 56
dancers.
Many of the current company members started out in
the recreational program for
younger students.
“Some of them do half
dance and half gymnastics,
sort of to get the feel for what
their child likes best when

they’re 3 and 4,” MacNeil
said, “and then at about 6 or
7 they kind of make a decision on whether they want to
be a gymnast or a dancer and
work their way through the
program.”
“Eventually, we hope to
get more of the recreational
kids into our company program.”
Though the routines and
music tend toward younger
trends, the show is designed
to appeal to a large audience.
“Being that it’s heroes,
everyone has a hero,” Kelly
said. “Many people have
seen superheroes, grown up
with superheroes in comic
books and stuff like that.”
“The music is great, and
the costumes are colorful, so
it has a big audience,” MacNeil said. “It’s just another
chance to sort of experience
dance.”
“Tights, Capes and Courage” is the company’s annual
winter show. It can be seen
at the Paramount Theatre on
January 15 at 2 and 7 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for children
ages 0-5, $9 for children
ages 6-12 and $14 for ages
14 and up.
The company’s spring
show will be performed in
May at Sauk Rapids-Rice
high school, and it will be
the board game-themed
“Danceopoly”.
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Disney’s continuation of the “Tron” story doesn’t miss a beat.

‘Tron‘ triumphs in plot, effects
Matthew Luczak
movie review
Disney goes old school in
its newest special effects epic,
“Tron: Legacy”.
“Tron: Legacy” can be seen
as a reboot of the Tron franchise, but it’s much more of a
sequel than anything else. To
wholly grasp the Tron story, it
installment.
Tron: Legacy” follows Sam
Flynn, son of famous virtual
world creator Kevin Flynn (the
main character in the original
Tron), after his father’s mysterious disappearance over 20 years
ago. Sam Flynn goes to his father’s old video arcade and gets
sucked into the same virtual
world called the Grid.
After reuniting with his
Dad, Sam must come up with a
plan to get himself and his father back home.
From the commercials,
this newest Tron seemed quite
cheesy -- little to no story; just

a Michael Bay special effectstype movie.
If this was what you were
expecting, prepare to be surprised.
Not only was there a great
story, but Disney stayed true to
the original characters. Even
younger adults, the story was as
intricate as “Inception”.
Disney’s
presentation
doesn’t give the audience a
straight-forward storyline in
storytelling makes the audience think more deeply about
the events taking place on the
screen.
Besides the story, the acting
was solid, especially from Jeff
Bridges, who plays two very
different characters. Each character in Tron universe became
fully developed and was written
exceptionally well.
In addition to the great
story story, the action and special effects were impressive.
The entire world of the Grid is
beautiful; reminiscent of “Blade

Runner” and “Star Wars”. The
effects were really great to look
at and the movie’s sweeping
panoramas gave the audience
time to take it all in.
When considering the effects, one not-so-special effect that must be recognized is
the digitizing of Jeff Bridges’
face to make him look younger which, took away from the
character and the illusion of the

also very stylized and fast-

would expect in an alternate
digital world.
Although “Tron: Legacy”

of the year, it was truly impressive. Disney takes a risky leap

off; they would do well to continue in this vein.
“Tron: Legacy” delivers
both as a sequel and as a reboot with a great storyline and
beautiful usage of modern day
technology.

Great sound on a student budget: the best headphones for audiophiles
Jun-Kai Teoh
tech column

umn of this semester, let’s
talk about aural pleasure.
Speakers are great for
many situations, but for the
dorm-dweller or the frequent
traveler, headphones or earphones come in handy.
Check back next week
for headphones for gamers.
High End (Music)
For the audiophile or the
aurally oriented ladies and
gents out there, it’s hard to
put a price to quality. But to

keep it (relatively) realistic,
we’ll just look at high-end
headphones around the $400
price range.
While there are headphones out there that cost
$2,000 or more, it’s unlikely
that a college student would
pay half a semester’s worth
of tuition fees on a headphone.
Firstly, stay away from
the Dr Dre’s Beats series.
While the “Beats Pro” advertises itself as a headphone
meant for musicians, hardcore music lovers and the
like – that hard earned $450
in your bank can do much
better for less.

That said, for the college audiophile there are a
few brands that are hard to
go wrong with: Sennheiser,
Alessandro, Grado, Beyerdynamic and Audio-Technica.
For $400, the AudioTechnica ATH-AD900 is
simply spectacular. AudioTechnica headphones are
known for their large soundstages and crisp mids and
highs, or in other words: less
The ATH-AD900 is perfect for the “average” audiophile out there. Not really
meant for “bass-heads”, it’s
still got a nice punch without

bringing in distortion.
A rare alternative (for
resourceful buyers) is the
ATH-W1000, a discontinued
Audio-Technica that’s well
worth the additional $50 or
so.
Other brands: Beyerdynamic DT990 ($350), Alessandro MS2 ($300), Grado
SR325i ($300).
Bang for buck (Music)
Not everyone’s willing
to shell hundreds of dollars
for an earphone/headphone,
and most people prefer small
portable earphones rather
than big bulky headphones.
The Thinksound series of

earphones are really good for
less than $100. While they
retail for about $80-$100,
they’re more commonly
found online for about $55
or less – that price is hard to
beat.
The gimmicky “ecofriendly” advertising aside,
these wooden earphones
provide really good music
quality for those that aren’t
too picky. They come in two
versions, the “Thunder” for
more bass-oriented people
and the “Rain” for those that
prefer a little bit more clarity
to their music.
For anyone that’s been using a generic Skullcandy or

Apple earphones thinking of an
upgrade, the Thinksound series

It’s even comparable to namebrands like Etymotic, Shure or
Ultimate Ears.
The fact that they’re made
of wood also results in a richer
feel to the music, which may
or may not be a good thing depending on personal preference.
Keep in mind that these are
in-ear phones: they offer very
good noise-isolation, be careful
when crossing the street with
these.
Other brands include Etymotic MC5, Shure SE115-K
and Ultimate Ears SuperFi 4.
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Ignorance is bliss in ‘True Grit’

PHOTO COURTESY OF FANTASTICFICTION.CO.UK

Nora Roberts’ first “bride book” is unrealistic.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FILMOFILIA.COM

“True Grit” is a tragic disappointment for Coen Brothers and Charles Portis fans.

Molly Willms
movie review
The Coen Brothers have
a knack for perfection.
From “Fargo” to “O
Brother, Where Art Thou?”
to “No Country For Old
atmosphere with a combination of dialect, cinematography, music, and character
development that no other
director can hold a candle to.
Which is part of the reason why “True Grit” was
such a heartbreak.
The other reason was that
this reviewer is a devoted
fan of the original book by
Charles Portis and, for once,
the Coen Brothers didn’t hit
the nail on the head.
Mattie Ross, a young woman
in the old West whose father
is killed by “a coward named
Tom Chaney”. She sets out
to catch him and bring him
home to be killed, and so
enlists the help of U.S. Marshall Rooster Cogburn, a
man with “true grit”. He is
-

tually obliges her for a fee.
They are joined by a Texas
ranger called LaBoeuf (pronounced La-Beef) who is
also searching for Chaney.
Their journey is rife with
struggles, and ends in a
shootout between Rooster
and the gang Chaney runs
with while Mattie is stuck in
a pit full of snakes. She gets
rescued, and Rooster literally runs her to safety after
she is bitten by a snake.
Jeff Bridges was, it must
be said, a wonderful Rooster
Cogburn. He was rough,
cranky, and above all an imperfect hero who made mistakes and talked too much.
Matt Damon was also
wonderful as LaBoeuf, the
cocky young ranger who
feels threatened by Mattie
and Rooster and hides it with
machismo.
The show-stealer was,
oddly, Barry “Lucky Ned”
Pepper. The part of Lucky
Ned is small, the leader of
Chaney’s gang, who only apbut Barry Pepper was convincing as the more humane
and respectable criminal of

‘Vision‘ is flimsy
Emilie Thiessen
book review

the group.
Josh Brolin was a perfect choice for Tom Chaney.
He has a terrible personal
reputation in Hollywood,
so he was easy to hate, and
he played the idiotic drunkard Chaney well, not lending himself to the role of an
evil mastermind but rather a
typical, nasty, scrappy guttersnipe of the West.
Hailee Steinfeld clearly
did the best she could with
what she was given. The real
problem with her role was
that she was not written correctly. In the book, Mattie

negotiator, and an unyielding daughter seeking justice
for her father. Somehow, she
comes across as more of a
helpless young girl seeking
aid from men, which is not
the Mattie I know.
It is so painful to say
that I do not approve of this
movie. I adore the Coen
Brothers. I love Jeff Bridges,
and Matt Damon, and Barry
Pepper, not to mention Carter Burwell, and the rest of
the Coen production team.
I adore the book, it’s a truly
great story, a hell of a book.
I had been anticipating this

Her name is everywhere
– Nora Roberts frequents the
Barnes and Noble featured
shelf, her work has been on the
New York Times Best Seller
List forever, and her books can
even be found on the racks at
sorry-looking gas stations. Not
to mention her words are in the
hands of every grandmother on
earth.
I have refused to read anything by Roberts precisely because of this – if everyone on
the planet is reading her work,
she must be generically un-extraordinary.

easily and unquestionably
holds her own among men
three times her age and far
more powerful than she. In
by’s role was written beautifully to portray this.
In this version, Mattie
makes all the same decisions
and says many of the same
things, but somehow the
spirit doesn’t come across.
She acts and speaks like a
young woman, which she
of course is, but she is supposed to speak like a sharp

uttered about its production.
For those who haven’t
read the book, please enjoy
the movie with my blessing.
Part of me wishes I was in
your shoes and could enjoy
the movie for what it is.
For those who were un-

“Vision in White”, follows wedding photographer Mackensie

read the book. It will quickly
become one of your favorites, and you can say that you
genuinely understand what it
means to have true grit.

because her most recent series
is called the “Bride Quartet”.
Being recently engaged, how
could I resist?

love. Mackensie is one of four
friends that jointly own Vows,
a wedding planning company.
There is no shortage of wedding
references in this book and for
anyone with wedding bells in
their eyes, it is perfect.
As expected, the book is
simply written and easy to
and provides an excellent es-

cape after a long day.
The book is not life chang-

Mockingbird”
monologues,
though Mackensie’s love inter-

has an Atticus Finch-ness about
him. Most of the dialogue is
female-centric. No man would
happily read this book. The men
are as women would want them
to be in a perfect world, which
makes the scenarios somewhat

the rather unrealistic men can
make any woman’s heart melt.
The four main characters
in the book, Emmaline, Park-

strong, very independent women, but similarly to the men
in the book, are a bit superhuman. They are each talented in
a unique way, which has made
them loads of money in the
wedding industry. They spend
money frivolously and seem to
have little regard for where it
goes. They frequent Bloomingdale’s and regularly rent limos
to hit the downtown nightclub
scene (Sex and the City anyone?)
So for a guilty pleasure
to wind down after a stressful
week, “Vision in White” is perfect. For an intellectually emotional experience that will keep
you thinking for days – look
elsewhere.

‘Giants’is a promising start

PHOTO COURTESY OF THEBLUEINDIAN.COM

Smith Westerns show little effort with empty lyrics.

‘Dye it Blonde’ beyond bland
Mike Runyon
album review
Hitting play on track one
of “Dye it Blonde”, the new
album by indie power-pop
Chicagoans Smith Westerns,
road trip, fresh and full of innocent energy.
“Weekend” starts the album off with some poppy
bassline layered under echoSmith Westerns sound is
reminiscent of a faster Beach
House with male vocals. The
slide on the side, the bass is
funky at times and the drums
are light.
The
second
track
hummed with the feeling of a
and the guitar slides grow
longer. The lyrics, however,
sive lovesick bleats. The
track feels a lot like “Weekend”, only slowed down and
chilled out.
The third track begins to
tell the tale of the album as
a whole in that it sounds a

mixed together with little
in the way of deviation musically. The lyrics revolve
around what seems to be a
trivial breakup.
“All Die Young” had
tracks with a slight deviation, there were backup vocals. The track featured the
guitars, funk-oriented bass
and echoey vocals. The lyrics felt a bit too familiar in
that they focused around a
relationship.
As the album progresses
it begins to feel a lot like a
road trip through the Midthe monotony of repetition.
The musicians play very
well off of each other, but
their lack of deviation begins
to feel like a grind around
Track six and beyond
feels like hour six and beyond of a lengthy road trip.
There was virtually nothing
new sound-wise and the lyrics were all about relationships. At this point in the
album, much like at hour six

of our road trip, the album
begins to feel like a chore, a
grind to get to the end.
The tracks have a great
character to them and the
musicianship is top-notch.
The band has a somewhat
familiar garage-indie sound,
but throws in a few things
like sliding guitars to make
the sound unique. The repetition in this album, however, is glaring. The tracks
have little variation, which
turns the great sound they
have on its head by repeating
itself over and over until all
novelty is lost.
Smith Westerns are composed of 19 to 21-year-olds
and it really shows in this
songs feel fresh and new, the
lack of creativity with the
tracks takes a lot from this album. The lyrics are also extremely uninspired. Nearly
all of the songs on this album
are about love or love lost. If
the Smith Westerns threw a
bit more creativity into their
lyrics and their music, they
could turn what is now a dull
drone into a great journey of
musicianship.

Hannah Swift

mining town is built. Ethel falls

book review

man well above her station.
Meanwhile, the Lord’s sister,

New York Times’ bestselling
“The Pillars of the Earth”, has
begun a new historical epic
trilogy with the novel, “Fall of
Giants”. Follett has been writing award-winning books for
the last 30 years, with “Fall of
Giants” being his latest to hit
number one on bestseller lists in
the United States, Spain, Italy,
Germany and France.
“Fall of Giants” begins at
the very start of World War I
and the Russian Revolution.
The 800-page book follows the
course of history through the
ily is from a different area of the
world: America, England, Russia, Wales, and Germany, yet
all of their stories are carefully
woven together.

into a forbidden romance with
Walter von Ulrich, a German
spy working at the embassy in
London.
Walter’s father is an adviser

is the Williamses, a poor Welsh
mining family. Thirteen-yearold Billy Williams is beginning
his life’s work in the mining
pits, following in his father’s
footsteps. However, Billy Williams, known as Billy Twice by
the rest of the mining town, reconditions for miners are and
begins a journey to create a new
world for the working class.
Billy’s older sister, Ethel, is
berts, the aristocratic family
that owns the land on which the

II. Walter von Ulrich is much
more liberal in his views, longing for peace between nations,
while his father supports the
notion of a war that would give
Germany more power in Europe.
Across the Atlantic, Gus
Dewar is an American law
student who is dealing with
the sting of rejection. Fortune
smiles on him when he gets a
job working for Woodrow Wilson, the new President of the
United States.
The last family to be introduced is Grigori and Lev Peshkov, orphaned Russian brothers.
Girgori, being the eldest, is responsible, loving, and longs to
immigrate to America to provide a better life for him and his
brother. Lev, good-looking and
young, only wants the nearest
drink and most beautiful, will“Fall of Giants” provides
people with a way to learn
about history through the jourters. Follett combines elements

offering up something for every
type of reader. The main characters are critical of the war,
which can make the reader feel
the reasoning behind World War
I was weak and decided by a
few men in power.
Even though “Fall of Gi-

very hard to follow true historical events. Real life characters,
such as Winston Churchill, only
appear in the book in places
where they actually were historically. While the interactions
tional characters are obviously
not real, Follett seamlessly
combines both realities.
Powerful characters are the
driving force in “Fall of Giants”. Women are represented
in a positive light, with most of
the main female characters taking part in activism for women’s suffrage. Despite the large
amount of main characters, each
is able to develop fully, making
the book interesting and deep.
The history of World War I is
a mammoth, complex story to
tell, but Follett does it very
well, while allowing for several
different points of view along
the way.
The next installment in the
Century trilogy, “The Winter of
the World”, is going to continue
to follow these families through
the events of the Spanish Civil
War, the Second World War,
and the development of nuclear
weapons.

adventure, mystery, and action,

PHOTO COURTESY OF YAMABIKO.WORDPRESS.COM

Follett’s “Fall of Giants” leaves readers excited for the rest of the trilogy.
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HOUSING
ACROSS FROM
HOCKEY CENTER!
10 & 12 month leases!
Prices starting at $240/month!
Dennis Property Management
dennisproperty.net
320-258-2272
STUDIO APTS. 400+
SQUARE FEET
Heat paid, A/C, micro,
laundry, parking. 2 blocks
to campus. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
NO DORMS NO
Roommates! One
Bedroom Unit To Yourself.
www.northernmgmt.com
Call Missy 320-654-8300
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011. 4BDRM &
6/7BDRM. Call 320-237-7570
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
HOUSES/APTS. NOW
Leasing For “11-12” School
Year. MPM Has The Largest
Selection Of Student Housing
Options. mpmproperties.net
Call Dan/Nicole 320-251-1925
Locally Owned and Operated
HOUSES,HOUSES,HOUSES.
Now Leasing “11-12” School
Year. 30+ Locations Within 1-6
BLKS SCSU. Heat/Parking Incl.
mpmproperties.net Also 1-4 BR
Apts. Dan/Nicole 251-1925

HOUSING

HOUSING

9 BEDROOM HOUSE,
2 BLOCKS TO
MILLER LIBRARY
Large bedrooms, 3 baths, D/W,
laundry, parking. Nice, clean.
excelpropmgmt.com 251-6005

SIGN NOW! BEFORE PRICES
GO Up! $275/Month, Individual
Leases In 4 Bed/2 Bath Unit.
Ten Blocks Away And On
Clipper. Heat Water Trash &
Basic Cable. 320-217-4115 Or
Missyn@northernmgmt.com

2 BD’S EAST ST.CLOUD
Washer and Dryer in Unit!
On Campus Clipper Busline.
Dish-Wahers,Garages,Cats Ok!
One Month Free with 13 Month
Lease. Call Today. 320-3337789 www.maxcelmgmt.com
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
STUDIO APTS. DOWN-Town
loc. $295 Incl. Heat Elect
Water. Walking Distance to
SCSU. Quiet Build. Laundry
on Site. No Roommates! www.
maxcelmgmt.com 320-3337789 or 320-259-4040
WESTVIEW AND
UNIVERSITY WEST APTS.
4 bedroom apts. Heat
paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
2 blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
Single Rooms M/F. Various
Locations. 1-6 BLKS SCSU.
Rent Neg. Heat/Parking Incl.
Call For Details Nicole 2511925 mpmproperties.net
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
laundry, parking. Close
to SCSU. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com

CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH AVE!
4 bedroom apts. Heat paid,
A/C, D/W, parking. 1/2
blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
HOUSES 4BR-8BR AVAIL. NOW
Rent Neg. 1-6 BLKS SCSU. Heat/
Parking Incl. Nicole 251-1925
1BR/2BR APTS. SE NOW
$375+/480+ Heat/Parking
Incl. Clipper Routes. Dan/
Nicole 251-1925
1,2,34 BR APTS/TOWNHOMES
Avail. Now. Rent Neg. 1-6 BLKS
SCSU Heat/Parking Incl. Call
For Details Dan 251-1925
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
STATESIDE APTS.
SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
WWW.IVYAPARTMENTS.COM
PRICES STARTING
AT $240/MONTH!
10 & 12 month leases!
5 locations to choose from!
Dennis Property Management
dennisproperty.net
320-258-2272
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Long shot to a good season forWoods
Samanth South
Asst A&E Editor

ing; especially when I think
of the upcoming youth golf
stars.

Hot gossip about Tiger
Woods and his alleged affairs has been everywhere
this past year and has put all
golf fans in corners of their
houses pleading for it to stop.
With the upcoming season headed our way though,
it’s time to stop focusing on
the past and put two very big
steps forward.
Since I was a little girl,
Tiger Woods has been a huge
icon to me, as I come from a
golf obsessed family.
I grew up thinking he
was one of the best golf rolemodels a child could get in
the business; he’s struggled;
he’s worked hard; and he’s
made his way to the very
top. So seeing him crash
and burn is very disappoint-

but to be a considered a top
golfer and athlete means
more than just being on the
top.
Plus, he can’t stay on top
if his record keeps his game
down.
As Tiger Woods has
made his own bed in the
ending result of his personal
life and the new propaganda
issues, the sad part is is that
he’s made more of a mess on
his game then on anything
else. 2010 has actually been
stated as the worst season of
Woods’ career; with no winnings in a single tournament
he played in the 12 PGA
tournaments.
With this in mind, critics will have high hopes for

2011’s season; in his performance and in his scores. The
question is: can he do it?
Looking at his biggest
son, there are some things
that could change his game
and focus a lot.
There are two things
to pick apart the most: his
drives and his putting.
These could possibly be
two of the most important
aspects in the game of golf,
so more focus on them could
never be bad.
Being fourth in having the longest drive at 425
yards puts Woods already in
a high status position in that
area.
So seeing him at his
worst the past year in direction and in length just makes
it known that his focus is nowhere near the greens.

It’s sad to look at the fact
that the most important part
of his game, putting, is in the
same danger.
The speed of his shots
and the direction has him far
from where he was two years
ago, when he was dropping
the ball down the hole left
and right.
In my honest opinion
though, I cannot measure
how important his relaxation
is before the next season.
After all this past year
has brought in Woods’ career
the need to stay away from
rumors in the media and paparazzi will be his biggest
restrain.
If he wants to be even
close to the highest point in
his career, he needs to start
fresh and regain respect in
the golf industry; not from
sponsors, but from scores.

A few tournaments to use
as practice for the upcoming
season would be the Honda
Classic (March3-6), the
World Golf Championshipthe Cadillac Championship
(March 10-13), and the Arnold Palmer Invitational
(March 24-27).
Considering Woods’ winning record at some of these
tournaments from previous
years, maybe a good start
would be a straight threewin in a row before even
tournaments.
If he’s not even close,
maybe he should rest for
a year, and see where he
should be.
If all goes well, then Tiger Woods should consider
preparing for the Masters,
the U.S. Open, the British
Open, and the PGA Champi-

onship.
He now has to look at his
competition and the fact that

His focus should also
start looking at who he
should be looking at to beat.
Lee Westwood has taken
a hold of Woods’ position of
being at the top, along with
Phil Mickelson, Graeme McDowell, Martin Kaymer and
Rory McIlroy.
This could be the greatest year in golf for all around
competition for the next topspot in golf.
Who really knows who
will end up the greatest this
season? Well no one in the
PGA.
I do know that it’s a
long shot for a lot of players.
Whether Woods shines or
falls, my highest hopes goes
to his game; it is too good to

Viking’s future looks bright for next year
Ahmed Warraich
sports Editor

Minnesota Vikings look
to completely overhaul their
team after the disappointing
performance they had last
season.
With that in mind the Vikings have let go of the quarterback coach as well as their
offensive line coach.
The Vikings made their
team looking to make for deLike many sports writers
said they were a team who
nearly made it to the super
bowl last season and geared
their off season acquisitions
cies for their super bowl run
that they fell short of.
The Vikings found themselves shorthanded because
of injuries, and their eventual super bowl run went up
in smoke.
Vikings are short handed
in both their secondary and
pending a decision from
Brett Farve and Patt Wil-

liams, may be without two
of the key play makers.
This is just some of the
have to make up.
Vikings have

already

a lot of the previous coaches
and holding interviews with
new people to replace them.
The two key interviews
that were reported, this week
was with Mike Singletary
and Josh McDaniels.
Mike Singletary was interviewed to be Line backer’s coach.
Which is a downgrade
from the position he previously held but it would be
an ideal job for the Hall of
Fame linebacker, who can
shape the Line backing crops
in his image.
Also it seems rather difswallow his pride and take
up the mantle of a linebacker’s coach. He might want to
be a defensive coordinator
atleast . But since the discussion has not made been made

public so at this point its
only speculation what would
happen.
The other coaching hire
if it goes through is going to
Josh Mcdaniels if hired
to become the Vikings offensive coordinator, will be the
Since Mcdaniels was the
architect of the season when
Tom Brady threw for 50
touchdown and then he took
Matt Cassel and repeated all
of this again.
Somehow during all of
this they ran for 2000 yards,
with relatively unknown
running backs.
With his hiring Vikings
might resolve the quarterback issue once and for all.
The popular belief right now
is that with his hiring Mcdaniels might bring with him
either Kyle Orton or Tim
Tebow.
He surprised everyone
when he drafted him 26
overall.
Both of these moves if

they go through will make
the Vikings one of the better
coaching staffs in the NFL.
They should also move
with haste in trying to decide
these two positions since if
hired both of them will have
some say in any draft picks
that come the Viking’s way.
The other reason being
that if Mcdaniels is hired
he is known to run a lot of
spread offenses that rely
heavily on the quarter back.
The ultimate decision
which quarterback he wants
to start out with will rest on
Mcdaniels.
As it stands right now
many people are suggesting
the Vikings will get a quarter
back which will come down
to the fact which quarter
back remains on the board.
Since a lot of teams before the Vikings are in dire
need of a quarter back none
more so than the Carolina.
So it might come down to
either getting Jake Locker or
Ryan Mallett. Both of them

are very good quarterbacks
and tremendous prospects.
But if Mcdaniels puts
his faith either in Orton or
Tebow there might be no
reason to pick a quarterback
but instead pick someone to
strengthen our defense.
The way Leslie Fraiser is
thinking is very refreshing.
You surround yourself
with people who have been
accustomed to winning and
the team follows suite.
It will be interesting to
see how this year turns out
for the Vikings.
One glaring positive
that we can derive from this
wasted season has to be what
Adrian Peterson has done.
He limited the amount of
fumbles he has had all season and once again showed
why he is considered one of
the best running backs in the
NFL.
It will be interesting to
see how Mcdaniels if hired
will employ him?
Though Vikings have
been very hush hush about

their personnel moves.
It is safe to say that Don
ovan McNabb will not b
heading to the Vikings an
time soon.
Since the Vikings let g
of the quarterback coac
Kevin Rogers who was th
quarterbacks coach durin
the McNabb’s tenure unde
center in Syracuse.
Therefore it become
highly unlikely that McNab
would come to the Viking
in any near future.
Then there is the ques
tion of Vince Young. Wh
has been recently let go b
the Titans.
Though as Taimur Hu
mayun remarked that “Wh
would the Vikings trade on
Diva (Brett Farve) for an
other one?”
With obvious charac
ter issues only time will tel
whether who starts unde
center for the Vikings but ar
guably this biggest move fo
the Vikings might be mad
even before the Draft starts.
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SCSU
Sports Calendar
Friday
WBB 1/14/2011
Bemidji State
Home 6:00 PM
WHKY 1/14/2011
University of Wisconsin
Away 7:07 PM
Wrest 1/14/2011
St. John’s University
MBB 1/14/2011
Bemidji State
Home 8:00 PM

Saturday
Nordic Ski 1/15/2011
Duluth, MN
WHKY 1/15/2011
University of Wisconsin
Away
WBB 1/15/2011
Minnesota Duluth
Home 4:00 PM
MBB 1/15/2011
Minnesota Duluth
Home 6:00 PM
Wrest 1/15/2011
UW Eau Claire
Eau Claire, WI
7:00 PM

Sunday
Nordic Ski 1/16/2011
Duluth, MN

Jan. 21
Swim/Dive 1/21/2011
St. John’s/St. Ben’s
Away
WBB 1/21/2011
Minnesota, Crookston
Away 6:00 PM
Wrest 1/21/2011
Nebraska-Omaha
Omaha, NE
7:00 PM

8:00 PM
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Women’s hockey loses two more this weekend
Continued from Page 16
with BSU in control of the
ceoffs and keeping the puck for
awhile, taking shots, all blocked
or missed. BSU took their second power play not long into the
third period when Zabrick was
penalized for body checking.
The power play ended very
soon with another penalty, this
time on BSU player, Emily Erickson for interference. This
made both teams equal in players until Zabrick was released,
then SCSU had a power play
which did not last long, as Erickson’s penalty was almost
done.
The game continued as
SCSU goalies changed, and
BSU player Molly Arola was
penalized for tripping. This resulted in another power play for
SCSU in which the huskies took
control of the puck and took a
series of shots, all blocked by
BSU goalie.
With the power play up, the
last ten minutes of the game
came. In these ten minutes,
BSU scored once more, with the
shot coming from Bauerfeld,
with an assist by Johnson. This
concluded the game Friday,

The game Saturday began
at 2:07 p.ms. at the National
Hockey Center with a faceoff
between BSU player Lundquist
and SCSU player Nelson, with
SCSU, won by BSU. SCSU
took the puck however, shooting towards the net with no luck
as the shots were blocked by the
team and Tomcikova.
BSU player Lauren Williams was penalized for two
minutes for interference. This
SCSU, resulting in SCSU making more shots at the Tomcikopower play ended, BSU player
Johnson was penalized for holding.
The power play was much
like the previous one, with
SCSU taking the puck and trying to score. The power play
ended with a score of 0-0.
The rest of the period went
by relatively quickly, with BSU
taking control of the puck for a
while and taking shots. The period ended with a faceoff won
by SCSU and a shot taken by
SCSU, blocked by Tomcikova.
period was 0-0.

The second period began
with a faceoff between Lunquist
and Nelson with SCSU winning
it. BSU took the puck quickly,
however taking a shot easily
blocked by SCSU goal tender
Ashley Nixon.
SCSU did not let BSU keep
the puck for very long, and soon
were in control of it. The period
continued like this for a while,
with both teams stealing the
puck from the other, until BSU
player Vichorek was penalized
for tripping. This started SCSU
on the only power play of the
period.
The power play started with
a faceoff between Bauerfeld
and Shmidt, won by SCSU. The
shots taken during the power
play consisted of two blocked
by Tomcikova, on blocked by
the team and another wide shot.
When the power play ended, the
score was still at 0-0.
Not long after the power
play ended, SCSU player Michelle Burk was penalized for
tripping, starting a power play
for BSU. This ended in a goal,
shot by Erickson with an assist
by Bauerfeld. The score was
now 1-0.
Both SCSU and BSU had

players penalized after this, for
SCSU it was Lisa Martinson for
holding, and BSU had Danielle
Williams for Roughing. The
two were coincidental and no
power play ensued.
This did not stop BSU from
making another goal; however
as Johnson shot the puck with
an assist from Marlee Wheelhouse and Bauerfeld. The score
was now 2-0.
As the second period came
to an end, Zabrick was penalized for tripping and BSU was
given a power play. No goal
came from the power play, this
time, as the power play took its
course, and the second period
ended. The score at the end of
the second period was 2-0.
The third period began
won by BSU and the second
by SCSU. Both teams stole the
puck from each other, and took
shots, stopped by Nixon and
Tomcikova.
It was not until the end of
one being SCSU player Diane
Karouzos for high sticking. This
started a power play for BSU
that resulted in them keeping

the puck but not scoring. The
a penalty on BSU player Erickson for tripping.
After Karouzos was out of
the penalty box, SCSU started
their power play which resulted
in two shots for SCSU, both
blocked. The power play ended,
but SCSU still had the puck,
and scored a goal. Julia Gilbert
shot the puck, assisted by Sydney Burghardt and Zabrick. The
score after this was 2-1.
Right after this, BSU took
the puck and player Erickson
made her second goal of the
night, with assistance from
Lundquist and Cody. The score
The third period went down
SCSU and BSU took turns almost taking shots, and facing
off. There were no more goals,
however, and the third period
and the game came to an end,
The Huskies will play in
Wisconsin against the University of Wisconsin on the Jan. 14
and 15. They will not return to
the National Hockey Center until Jan. 21 to play University of
North Dakota at 7:07 p.m.

Brett Favre answers the questions and rumors
Melanie Ovel
SportS Editor

Every year, after the
leaves fall off the ground,
the snow comes. Children
play, winter spirit is in the air,
and then there is the spirit of
football.
Thanksgiving
season
comes, along with it the
Thanksgiving Day game,
where aunts and uncles bet
and cousins get richer from
the winnings.
Then Christmas comes to
town and with it the Christmas games and after New
Years a sense of excitement
comes as the playoffs come
about.
After the New Year’s
rush, however is a new spirit,
one of idle gossip, much like
house wives show.
What is the gossip you
might ask? What else could it
be but the rumors of a very
famous Quarterback retir-

ing? I am speaking of course
about the one and only Brett
Favre.
It is no surprise that many
boys have grown up wishing
they could be just like Brett
Favre, and let’s face it, above
the ugly rumor mills saying
he’s a washed up old broken
there is a rawr of love for the
man.
Brett Favre has crossed
many lines a quarterback has
only dreamed of, winning
against every single team
in the NFL and many, many
more.
However, his talent has
come down to one thing: Favre has spent way too much
time in the NFL.
It’s not that people don’t
love watching that man win a
game; I mean it’s one of my
favorite things to do.
I still remember the game
after his dad died, I wanted
to cry at how perfect that
game was.
That being said, every

week when Favre goes on
a defeat, I just want to cry.
Enough is enough, Mr. Favre,
your long standing fans can’t
take it anymore. I can’t take
it anymore.
So the best thing to do, at
this point is what you tried to
accomplish three years ago:
retire.
The rumors came around,
like every year, but unlike
every year, Favre seems to
be talking to the media about
retiring.
He said a while back that
he wanted to make it to season 20 in his NFL career. The
2010 season of his career
makes it his 20th season.
In November Favre had
an interview aired on NFL
Network talking about retirement.
When asked about coming back to the NFL in 2011,
his answer was a resounding
no.
We have heard this before, however. And this is

what worries me.
Favre is an amazing
man, but my heart can’t take
watching his body break
down after years and years
of the stress of playing this
physical game. My vote is
that Favre needs to retire and
become a coach.
With his experience, Favre has a large amount of
knowledge about beating
the other teams and winning
games, he has been doing it
professionally for 20 years
now. I believe that he would
make a fantastic coach.
On top of his body breaking down on him, with the interview of previous Broncos
coach Josh McDaniels, many
Vikings fans have hopes of
him becoming the next head
coach.
Speculations are that McDaniels will get the position,
and if he does there is an option of creating an all new
coaching staff, if that happens Darrell Bevell will be
gone.

Childress and Bevell
were the two that chased
Favre down to Missouri and
convinced him to play for the
Vikings.
With Bevell gone, there
is no two-way pressure that
Favre has to stay in the NFL
and with the Vikings.
Favre is an amazing athlete, he was my hero growing up, with his green and
god jersey and they way he
played clean, fair games.
The man is a walking
legend and will be so for a
long way to come.
However, there is always
a time that the towel must be
hung up, a heartbreaking and
sad time.
He will always be the
best quarterback in the NFL,
he will always be known for
the 20 great seasons he put
in, and his greatest fans will
love him whatever he does.
The time of his glory days
are over, and it is a sad giant
that Football will be losing.
We will all miss him.
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Men’s basketball extends season over winter break
Continued from Page 16
back the lead, only to be
taken again with a Jumper
shot, tying the score once
again at 74-74. However, a
foul on De Zeeuw gave two
free throw shots to Ortman,
nal score was 76-74.
The third Game of the
winter break was played on
January fourth in Wayne Nebraska against Wayne State.
This game was a loss for the
men’s basketball team , with
The game began like
the previous one, with a
two point shot right away.
This time it was a layup by
Bucholz, with an assist by
Witt giving the huskies a
two point lead, right away.
A three pointer by Bucholtz
followed this not long after,
lead, with a score of 5-0.
A jumper shot by guard
Amry Shelby put Wayne
State on the board, but it was
not until the middle of the

NHL Games
scored again, with a 3-pointer by Forward Brad Starken,
putting the score at 14-5.
The lead continued with
a 3-pointer tied the score at
16-16. Wayne State scored
again after this with a layup
by Starken. The huskies
came back with one last attempt at the lead, with a
three pointer by Putz, but
the lead was taken by Wayne
state, and stayed there until
a score of 27-22.
The second half began
with a 3-pointer by Starken,
giving Wayne State an eight
point lead. This only continued as Starken took a free
throw. Wayne State score
twice more, putting even
more of a gap between the
two teams as the score became 35-22.
Wayne State continued
with the lead for the rest of
the game. SCSU trailed be-

between the two teams, getting to be as big as 20 points
69-53.
The fourth game was
played on Saturday at home,
in Halenbeck hall against
Upper Iowa University. This
was a win for the men’s basscore of 76-68.
The game began with
a series of rebounds and
made was by Upper Iowa
Player Alex Kramer. Upper
Iowa scored again quickly
after this with a 3-pointer. A
few minutes after this, Upper Iowa scored for the third
time with a jump shot. This
put the score at 7-0, giving
Upper Iowa a seven point
lead.
with a jumper by Bernstetter.
Soon after this, Witt scored
another jumper giving upper
Iowa only a three point lead.

Upper Iowa scored a few
more times with two jumper
shots and free throw. This
put Upper Iowa securely in
the lead with a score of 12-4.
SCSU scored four times,
shooting one jumper shot by
Witt, and a layup, free throw
and jumper by Berstetter.
This put the score at 12-11.
Upper Iowa, however threw
a jumper, after this. The
score did not deter the huskies, as a dunk was made by
forward Jordan Johnsrud.
Upper Iowa continued
with the lead at the end of
ed with two free throws by
was 29-25.
The second half began
with Upper Iowa scoring
a layup by Hughes. Upper
Iowa’s lead extended into
the second half, with SCSU
trailing behind, never getting
more than nine points behind
the Upper Iowa Peacocks.
The lead change came

with a tie in the middle of the
second half. Husky player
Putz scored a 3-pointer, tying the score at 48-48. SCSU
took the lead, after this,
minutes of the game when
Upper Iowa scored a Jumper
Shot giving them a one point
lead, with the score of 61-60.
SCSU scored immediately after this, causing the lead
change to not last long. With
a 3-pointer shot by Putz, the
Huskies were in the lead.
Save for two ties, the huskies
remained in the lead though
the end of the game. With a
kies won.
The men’s basketball
played Winona State on Sunday at home, and will remain
home next weekend, playing
Bemidji State who is 6-6 on
Friday and Minnesota Duluth who is 7-5 on Saturday,
both at Halenbeck hall.

Women’s basketball continues season 7-5
Continued from Page 16

Hjelle and SCSU Guard
Talisha Barlow.
SCSU came back second
half more aggressive, as they
scored more points and played
a stronger defense. This was
shown towards the middle
of the second half as SCSU
scored more often, and Wayne
State had the ball less.
The last basket of the
game was a 3-point shot made
by Wayne State forward Elscores 69-42.
The last game of winter
break was played on Saturday at Halenbeck Hall against
Upper Iowa University. The
game was the biggest win for
SCSU so far this season, with

Sports
Scoreboard

an ending score of 100-59 in a
49 point lead. The game began
with a jumper shot made by
Point Guard Booker. The huskies continued to score with
four jump shots, one 3-pointer and one free throw before
Upper Iowa scored, in a free
throw shot, made by Guard
Chelsea Arndt. The score after
this was 12-1.
Upper Iowa scored right
after this, with a Jump shot by
point guard Lana Otting. This
did not hinder SCSU as Booker made a jump shot putting the
score at 14-3.
The game continued with
another Jump shot by upper
Iowa, followed by SCSU making yet another jump shot. Upper Iowa threw off the pattern

with a 3-pointer made by guard
Chelsea Garcia. The score was
16-8 after this.
Upper Iowa scored twice
more with a free throw by Garcia and a jump shot by Guard
Hedi McKean. SCSU took the
ball after this with two free
throws made by guard Sam
Price. After yet another jump
shot by Upper Iowa, making
the score 18-13, SCSU took
the ball and didn’t allow Upper
Iowa to score for awhile.
with three jump shots, a
3-pointer and a free throw, putting the score at 28-13, with
points.
Upper Iowa Forward Cassandra Deiters scored a jump

shot pushing the score to 2815. After scoring a jump shot,
Guard Jordi Gerking fouled,
giving Upper Iowa two free
throws, made by Garcia.
The game continued with
a jumper shot made by Guard
Jennifer Dowd of SCSU almost immediately after the two
free throws.
Deiters of Upper Iowa took
a jump shot quickly following
Dowd’s shot, putting the score
at 32-19, with Upper Iowa still
down by 13.
Down to the last two minUpper Iowa scores once with
a jump shot by Point Guard
Jessica Klieman. The ending

23.
The second half began with
a turnover by Center Lyndsay
Westgaard. This resulted in a
Steal by husky player Anderson.
Wagner of SCSU, a jump shot.
The score after this was 42-23.
Upper Iowa scored three times
after this with a jump shot and
two separate free throw shots.
After this, SCSU took the
ball scoring a three pointer and
two Jump shots. SCSU pulled
ahead after this, scoring many
points between Upper Iowa’s
few. After being ahead by more
than forty points in the last
few minutes ,it was clear that
SCSU would sweap the court
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SCSU dismantles Michigan Tech
Ahmed Warriach
sports Editor
The Saturday night Huskies hoped to redeem their
season. The Huskies looked
to sweep Tech on Saturday
to improve their standing in
WCHA. The Huskies beat the
Michigan Tech Huskies 3-0
on Friday.
The
student
section
looked relatively empty as the
University has not opened yet
and many of the dorms were
still closed.
The people who were
there were in for a treat as the
Huskies routed the Tech 5-1,
to complete the sweep their
The game started with the
tech winning the faceoff and
right off the bat the Huskies
seemed driven.
They attacked the net early and came away with two
very good chances with just
a minute into the game. But
the Tech’s goalie Josh Robinson was up to the task making
both saves.
Tech also got a couple
of good chances of their but
net. This led to a deadlock.
This was soon broken when
Husky’s Oliver Lauridsen
was called for a penalty leaving the Huskies shorthanded.
Tech was able to capitalize on this opportunity and
goal of the game. Deron
Cousens found the back of

“I

think Drew played an outstanding game. He has just taken it to the next level and
he has become our go to guy this year.”
Bob Motzko

SCSU men’s hockey head coach
the net and gave the Michigan
Tech Huskies the lead.
The Huskies however
found no answer to this in
mained intact 1-0 in favor of
the Tech.
Things got slightly testy
in front of the Tech goal with
some pushing and shoving
but the referees were able to
interject before things got out
of control.
that the Tech had all the momentum as the Huskies dug
themselves into a hole early
on.
Things got slightly more
they gave up another power
play to the Tech. This time
however the Huskies were up
to the task and they killed the
power play.
Huskies had a very good
opportunity at the end of the
when a turnover nearly cost
tech the lead however they
couldn’t convert. Soon after
Huskies got another chance
this time through a power play
but the Tech players killed it

and no harm was done.
At the start of the second
period the Huskies looked
like a different team. They
came out with much more
energy and were able to put a
lot of pressure on the Tech’s
defense it only seemed a matter of time before it would
pay off.
The Huskies didn’t have
to wait for long as 3 minutes
into the second period Huskies were able to score and
level the score at 1 apiece.
Huskies scored on a breakaway which resulted in a
beautiful pass across the face
of the goal to score.
The goal was scored by
Nic Dowd assisted by Drew
LeBlanc and Kevin Gravel.
He scored his 3 goal of the
year.
Huskies scored again 5
minutes after when the puck
went up in the air and somehow bounced behind the
goalie and went in. The play
went under review and it was
ruled a goal.
The Huskies caught a
lucky break. The goal was
awarded to Jared Festler and

the assist went to LeBlanc
and Brett Barta.
The crowd erupted as
soon as it was announced as
cries of “Sieve” rained down
from the stands. The Tech
soon put themselves between
a rock and a hard place. As
they gave up another power
play to the Huskies. The Huskies soon put the puck in the
back of the net but the goal
was waved off.
Huskies offense seemed
unrelenting as they soon
found the back of the net
again but it was waved again.
The second period ended
with the Huskies in the lead
2-1. The Huskies however in
complete control of the game.
As Tech caught a lot of lucky
breaks it would have just as
easily been 4-1 going into the
third period.
Third period play was
going to prove crucial as the
Huskies had struggled in the
third period this year. However both sides came out with
urgency and a lot of energy.
The Huskies early on hard a
couple of very decent opportunities but failed to convert.

Women’s hockey loses two more this weekend
Melanie Ovel
sports Editor

SCSU women’s hockey
played against Bemidji state
this past weekend, at the National Hockey Center losing
both Friday’s and Saturday’s
games 3-1. Bemidji State is
Friday’s game was played

face off was between SCSU
player Alex Nelson and BSU
player Sadie Lundquist and
won by BSU.
The game began with a
penalty on Erin Cody of BSU
for tripping. With a power
play option available, SCSU

the game.
The faceoff was between
SCSU player Haylea Shmidt
and BSU player Erin Johnson
and won by SCSU. After this,
A series of shots by SCSU
were taken. After, Cody was
able to play again, and the
power play was over.
The next faceoff between
Shmidt and BSU player Annie Bauerfeld was won by
SCSU. A second faceoff happened immediately after between BSU player Bauerfeld
and SCSU player Jocelyn
Zabrick was also won by

SCSU women’s hockey stats :
Record
Overall
ALL GAMES
(7-5)
CONFERENCE
(4-4)
NON

SCSU.
Like
took the
to shoot
like the

(3-1)

last time, SCSU
puck and were able
towards the net but
last few times, the

team, and the second saved
by goal tender for BSU Zuzana Tomcikova, a former
player of Slovakian National
Team.
slow one, with SCSU taking
many shots and another power play when Bauerfeld was
penalized for tripping. This
power play was much like
the last, with a series of shots
that were blocked by the

home away neutral
(3-1) (4-4)
(0-0)
(3-1) (1-3)
(0-0)
(0-0)

(3-1)

(0-0)

BSU team for the most part.
The period ended in a Goal
for Bemidji, shot by Cody
with an assist from Montana
Vichorek.
The second period began
with a faceoff between Nelson and Lundquist. BSU took
control of the puck and took a
series of shots, one wide and
one missed.
SCSU wasted no time in
getting in there and taking
the puck back. After a missed
goal, with a save from Tomcikova, the second faceoff of
the period happened. This
time it was BSU player Bauerfeld against SCSU player

Shmidt. Unlike last time, the
faceoff was won by SCSU
who immediately took a
shot with the puck only to be
stopped once again by Tomcikova.
The second shot, however
did not miss, sinking into the
net with a goal for SCSU shot
by Shmidt with an assist by
Sydney Burghardt. The score
was 1-1, in the beginning of
the second period.
The game continued
with another faceoff, won
by BSU. Shortly after this,
Jocelyn Zabrick was penalized for body checking and
sat for two minutes in the
penalty box. BSU took their
which ended in a goal, shot
by Erin Johnson with an assist from by Bauerfeld. The
score now read 2-1.
The period continued
as the power play for BSU
ended and BSU took control
of the puck for most of the
remainder of the period. The
second period came to a close
with BSU shooting the puck
and SCUS team blocking it.
The third period began
much like the second period
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SCSU women’s basketball continues season 7-5
Over the Winter break,
women’s basketball has played
against Concordia University,
Augustana, Wayne State. On
Saturday the women’s basketball payed against Upper Iowa
University, winning 100 to 59
in the biggest sweep so far of
the 2010-2011 season.
The game on Dec. 18,
2010 against Concordia was
played in Halenbeck hall. The
two teams played a very close

Zoraa Quoie threw a jump shot
putting Concordia in the lead
by four points.
Concordia continued to
lead for nearly ten minutes
with the huskies never more
than seven points behind. The
score after the lead change was
16-15, with SCSU in the lead.
This did not last, as Condordia
took the lead right after with a
3-pointer by senior, Hickman.
Concordia scored twice
more before the huskies took
the lead again. With a score of
21-20. Concordia threw a free
throw tying the score for the

61-60, with the last point going
to Concordia University with a
3-point shot by player Maurika
Hickman.
With four ties in the game
and just as many lead changes,
the game was anything but
boring as Freshman, Sam Price
lead in stats, with Sophomore
Amanda Wagner following
right behind.
The game started off with a
utes by Concordia University
player, Senior Jineen Williams.
This was followed almost instantly with a 3-pointer by
Price, putting the score at 3-2.
The next shot once again
came from Concordia University, a 3-pointer once again
by Williams. SCSU fell behind here, as Concordia player

The lead was taken by
Concordia with a jump shot
by Freshman Jodi Batzel. The
Bears stayed in the lead until well into the second half,
when Freshman Rachael Moen
threw a 3-pointer, tying the
score 40-40.
Concordia took the lead
once again, only for four points
this time, as SCSU player,
Wagner made two free throw
shots, making the score 44-44.
AS the pattern of the game
suggested, Concordia scored
immediately after this, pushing the score to 44-46. This did
not last long, as SCSU tied the
score again with a Jump shot
by junior, Aaryn Brook.
The game came to a close
with three more jump shots, six
free throws and one 3-pointer

Melanie Ovel
sports Editor

shots. The game ended with a
score of 61-60.
The second game during
winter break was played on
January third in Sioux Falls
against Augustana College.
81, this loss was the fourth for
the huskies.
The game began with a
foul on SCSU player Christina
Steele, giving Augustana College two free throws made by
Senior guard Megan Doyle.
few points minutes later with
a 3-pointer shot by Sophomore Nicole Anderson. SCSU
continued with the lead until
Augustana tied scores with
a 3-pointer by Forward Liz
Helsper, a senior, making the
Two more ties quickly followed this, one with a score of
9-9, the other 11-11. Augustana took the lead after this, and
continuing with it until the end
of the game.
SCSu stayed right behind
Augustana in points before
falling behind as far as 25
points at one point. The team
rallied for the end, closing
the gap between the two team
scores until the end. With a
score of 81, the Augustana Vikings beat SCSU by 14 points.
The third game was held
on January fourth in Wayne,
Nebraska at Wayne State. This

would be another loss for the
42-69.
The game began with
Wayne State taking the lead
mercilessly. The score was
5-0 before SCSU could score
a shot. That however, did not
stop the Wildcats as they took
another shot, a jumper by forward Alyssa Fishbach. The
Wayne State scored two
more times after this, with a
jump shot and a 3-pointer by
forward Ashley Arlen Guard
Ali Shwartzwald.
Husky Guard Wagner
made another jump shot, making the score 12-4. SCSU did
not score again for a few minutes. In that time Wayne State
scored two layups and two
3-pointer shots. After SCSU
made a jump shot, the score
was 22-6, with Wayne state
ahead by 16 points.
Wagner scored a 3-pointer
after Wayne State scored twice
more, putting the score at 25-9.
SCSU scored three more jump
35-15.
The second half began
with two jump shots made
by Wayne State Center Mara
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chance on a breakaway but
Daniel Sova made a desperate
dive to get the save to deny
the Huskies what would have
surely been another goal.
Huskies
however
shrugged it off and scored
soon after going up 3-1 this
time Nick Jensen and assist
went to LeBlanc and Sam
Zabkowicz.
The Huskies were not
done with Tech yet as in a
minute they scored again this
time the honors went to Garett Roe and assist went to
Lauridsen going up 4-1.
This was slowly turning
into a nightmare of the Robinson as he had allowed 4
goals and things would soon
go from bad to worse when
on a power play 2 minutes
later LeBlanc who had 3 assists scored to make it 5-1 and
up it beyond any doubt.
Huskies scored this time
on a power play Roe takes a
slap shot but the goalie wasn’t
able to clear it, however LeBlanc was there to put away the

have ended very badly for the
Huskies as Roe was hurt after he made contact with another Tech play and had to be
helped off the ice. The crowd
cheered however as he returned at the end of the game
as he was one of the three star
players.
Most important among
them had to be Drew LeBlanc who had three assists
and a goal. Later on after the
game the coach Bob Motzko
remarked. “ I liked how we
played defensively.” He was
further impressed by how
the Huskies only gave up
one goal after the game. He
credited his players for the
display.
Coach further went to say
“This was a big weekend for
us, we have won 2 games at
home now and 4 straight. It’s
just a positive feeling, we had
some tough bounces and we
also did some things to make
some bounces tough for us.”
He further remarked we
are a much better team than
where were sitting before
Christmas break.
When asked about LeBlanc’s performance the coach
said “I think Drew played
outstanding game. He has just
taken it to the next level and
he has become our go to guy
this year.”
Huskies look to make
it 5 straight when they play
against Bemidji State Beavers
on Jan 21 Friday at Bemidji.

However the night would

Men’s basketball
extends season
over winter break
staff rEport

SCSU men’s basketball played against Concordia St. Paul,
Augustana College, Wayne State and Upper Iowa University
over winter break. The huskies won two and lost two putting
them at six and six so far this season.
cordia St. Paul on Dec. 18, 2010. The huskies lost this game

The game began with a foul on center Ben Bucholtz, giving Concordia two free throws, making one, and putting the
score at 1-0.
SCSU scored quickly after this with a Layup made by forward Andrew Bernstetter, with an assist by guard josh Ortmann. This put the score at 2-1.
Concordia came back, scoring twice more with a two jump
shots made by Guard Isaiah Thomas with an assist from forward Brent Bartz. The second jump shot was made by forward
Chris Hamblin. The score after this was 5-2.
Fur jump shots, three by SCSU-one in the paint- and one
by Concordia were made after this, putting SCSU in the lead
Guard Brett Putz gave the huskies a four point lead that turned
into six, then eight with a layup and Jump shot by Putz.
SCSU continued with the lead into the last two minutes of

shot putting the score at 34-35, with Concordia one point in

SCSU player Putz.
The second half began with a jump shot by husky player
Bucholtz. This put SCSU in the lead by one point. This did not
last long, however, when the score was tied by Guard Tyler
Courtney of Concordia. The tied score was 36-36.
Putz scored a 3-pointer not long after this putting SCSU in
the lead once again. Like the previous time, Concordia scored
again with a jumper shot by Bartz. Right after this, Thomas
of Concordia scored a Layup, making the score 42-39, with
Concordia leading by three points.
Concordia scored once more with a Jump shot, made by

succeeded by another Jump shot, minutes later by Forward
Dan Vandervieren.
SCSU with a three pointer made by guard Shaun Jensen.
Concordia player Bartz scored two jump shots after this, giving Concordia a lead of eight points.
Concordia continued with the lead until the end of the
game, with SCSU trailing never behind more than eight

The second game of winter break was played on January
third in Sioux Falls against Augustana College. The huskies
pulled through just barely in this game, winning by two points,

twenty seconds of the game, putting the score at 2-0. A foul
on Bernstetter gave Augustana a free throw, easily made by
Froward Derrick De Zeeuw put the score at 2-1.
Putz, the leader in stats in the game made a 3-pointer shot,
giving SCSU a lead by four points. The lead was continued
when Bucholtz made a layup giving SCSU a six point lead.

Augustana trailing behind closely, never straying more than
sixteen points from SCSU’s strong lead. The ending score of

The second half began with a Jump shot made by Augustana Forward Leif Normland with as assist by Guard Cameron
McCaffrey . This put SCSU ahead only by one point.
The strong lead was recovered by Guard Taylor Witt with
a jumper shot, giving a three point lead to the huskies. This
lead was made ever greater with a layup by Ortmann, giving

by Putz.
The lead was maintained through the game until the last
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